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People communicate with one another using language. There is a system
in language used to communicate. Pronunciation is one of that system in language.
Pronunciation is needed in order to avoid misunderstanding because of the
differences in accent. When communicating people tends to express their emotion
such as rising tone or lowering tone. The characteristics that make perceive the
effects are collectively referred to as prosody. This research analyses the
pronunciation of a famous singer, Billie Eilish in her selected songs. This
research focuses on two problems. The first problem concerns the way Billie
Eilish pronounces English vowels in her selected songs, specifically (1.) Lovely
(2.) Everything I Wanted (3.) Therefore I Am (4.) My Future (5.) Bad Guy. The
second problem concerns the prosodic features that exist in Billie Eilish selected
songs. The research uses descriptive qualitative method to research the problem
because this research has a purpose to describe and analyze the vowels sound and
prosodic features in Billie Eilish’s selected songs. The results show that Billie
Eilish produced vowel sound [iː], [ɪ], [ʊ], [uː], [e,] [ə], [ɜː], [ɔː], [æ], [ʌ], [aː], [aɪ],
[eɪ], [aʊ], [oʊ] in her selected songs. The researcher also found that in her song
Billie tend to produced low and high intonation.
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ABSTRAK
Tamara, Ihda Widya. 2021. Analisis Pengucapan Suara Vokal Pada Lagu
Billie Eilish. Program Studi Sastra Inggris, Jurusan Bahasa dan Sastra, Fakultas
Ilmu Budaya, Universitas Brawijaya. Pembimbing: Istiqomah Wulandari
Kata kunci: fonologi, bunyi vokal, prosodi, lagu dan lirik
Bahasa digunakan manusia untuk berkomunikasi satu sama lain. Dalam
bahasa ada sistem yang digunakan untuk berkomunikasi. Pengucapan adalah
salah satu sistem dalam bahasa yang digunakan untuk berkomunikasi. Ketika
berkomunikasi sering kali terjadi kesalah pahaman dikarenakan perbedaan aksen
saat berbicara, maka dari itu pengucapan yang baik dibutuhkan untuk dapat
menghindari kesalah pahaman tersebut. Saat berkomunikasi manusia cenderung
mengekspresikan emosinya, menaikkan nada atau menurunkan nada. Ciri-ciri
yang membuat kesan tersebut ada disebut dengan prosodi. Penelitian ini
menganalisis pengucapan oleh penyayi terkenal Billie Eilish pada sebagian lagu
terkenal darinya yang dipilih oleh peneliti. Penelitian ini berfokus pada dua
masalah. Masalah pertama menyangkut tentang cara Billie Eilish melafalkan
vokal bahasa Inggris dalam beberapa lagu terkenal Billie Eilish yang telah dipilih
oleh peneliti, (1.) Lovely (2.) Everything I Wanted (3.) Therefore I Am (4.) My
Future (5.) Bad Guy. Masalah kedua menyangkut tentang fitur prosodi yang ada
pada sebagian lagu terknal Billie Eilish yang telah dipilih oleh penetili. Penelitian
ini menggunakan metode deskriptif kualitatif untuk meneliti kedua masalah
tersebut karena penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mendeskripsikan dan menganalisis
bunyi vokal dan prosodi yang ada pada sebagian lagu Billie Eilish yang telah
dipilih oleh peneliti. Hasil dari analisis penelitian menunjukkan bahwa Billie
Eilish menghasilkan suara vokal [i:], [ɪ], [ʊ], [u:], [e,] [ə], [ɜ:], [ɔ:], [æ], [ʌ], [a:],
[aɪ], [eɪ], [aʊ], [oʊ]. Peneliti juga menemukan bahwa dalam lagunya Billie
cenderung menghasilkan intonasi dengan nada rendah dan tinggi.
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1.1 Background of the Study
English has been studied extensively for many years as an international
language. Whether used in academic fields or others, English is considered an
important language for international communication. For those who want to
develop themselves, they need to be able to speak English. Rajadurai (2006)
stressed that English is an international language that is important for us to be
able to learn. Many factors that make people want to learn English, when people
raise in an environment where they speak one (or two) language in their home, to
get an education or when people want to travel to another country and the
common people learn English is to get a job. But, when people studied English to
gain good education and knowledge, they must have a strong desire to learn and
speak English with correct pronunciation, because when they speak in English
then they speak in wrong pronunciation that has a different meaning or maybe the
words is difficult to understand. So, pronunciation plays a significant part in our
personal and social lives because the way we speak reflects our identities, and
indicates our association to particular communities (Seidlhofer, 2001).
The purpose of English is to promote communication with people from
different countries. Since human beings are not alone, they need to communicate
with a lot of people not only near them but also people from different countries.
Ramelan (1988, p.3) stated that man speaks a language. He uses language as a
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means of communication with other people, as a tool to express his ideas and
wishes. Language is a communication system that channels human desire to
express something. As a system, language is arranged according to a certain
pattern, including English. According to Wardhaugh (1992, p.3) states “Language
is a system of arbitrary vocals symbols used for human communication”.
System in language consists of phonology. Phonology is a branch of
linguistics that studies the pattern of the sound system of a language. According
to Kridalaksana (2002), phonology is a linguistics field that investigates sounds
according to their function. Phonology is divided into two studies; phonetics and
phonemics (phoneme). While Chaer (2007) says that phonemics examines
language sounds that function to distinguish the meaning of words. Steven Dodd
and Jon Mills (1980, p.13) stated that phonetics may be defined as the science
which studies the characteristic of human sound-making, especially those sounds
used in speech. It is concerned with the substance of speech sounds, and not
directly with their linguistic status. It explains the way sounds are produced and
perceived. It is means phonetic investigates the relationships between the organs
of the word, sounds tract, symbols, and how to pronounce the alphabet properly.
Every language has a system of sounds, such as stress and intonation. The
characteristics that make perceive that effect are collectively referred to as
prosody. Prosody is understood to comprise the ‘musical’ attributes of speech
auditory effects such as melody, dynamics, rhythm, tempo, and pause – then it is
surely no exaggeration to state the large part of this field has been left untitled by
modern structural linguistics, according to Kuhlen (2004, p.1). Humans use
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prosody for delivering information about emotion, focus word/sentence, speaker
characteristics, and language characteristics, which are used for recognition.
Saussure (1973, p.16) also states that language is a system of signs that express
ideas. By this opinion, the use of language in the literary world is a media used by
people to transfer ideas, thoughts, suggestions, and author experiences that have
been delivered to readers. The results of those expressions are literary works in
imaginative and beautiful forms to be enjoyed by the readers or audiences.
The expressions in imaginative manners of language can be found in many
ways, song lyrics for example. Song lyric according to the Indonesia dictionary
(1990, p.528) is a literary work that is sung. A song lyric is a poem that contains
the author's thoughts or heart feelings. The song lyric is a short poem or other sets
of words set to music or meant to be sung or a single work of music intended to
be sung by the human voice with distinct and fixed pitches and patterns using
sound and silence and a variety of forms that often include the repetition of
sections.
In this study, Billie Eilish selected songs taken as the object. The songs use
English and have a similar genre. Since the objects are songs, the study examines
mainly the sounds of the words. According to Fromkin (2011, p.195), there are
two types of sounds in any language, there are vowels and consonants. However,
this study only focuses on vowels. A vowel is a syllabic speech sound
pronounced without any stricture in the vocal tract.
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Based on the previous research done by Dian Oktavia (2017) entitle "The
Pronunciation of English Consonants in Rihanna's Songs Entitled Work and Man
Down". She found about Rihanna mispronounced in 43 English words, on
English consonants and explain the possible factors affecting the pronunciation.
The research was done by Sri Mulyati (2020) entitle “Long and Short Vowel in a
Song Lyric by Ed Sheeran”. Her research explains some analysis results that are
limited to the long and short vowels sound in detail. The research was done by
Ricky Giovani Reynaldi (2019) entitle “Phonological Processes in English Cover
Songs by Hanin Dhiya”. His research explains the types of phonological
processes and the factors influencing the phonological processes found in the
English cover songs by Hanin Dhiya whose first language is Sundanese.
The comparison of this research with the three kinds of research above is
the object of the research. The first research done by Dian Oktavia (2017) uses
Rihanna's songs and the topic of the research is English consonant. The second
research done by Sri Mulyati (2020) used Ed Sheeran's song lyric. The third
research done by Ricky Giovani Reynaldi (2019) used English cover songs by
Hanin Dhiya and the topic is about the phonological processes. While in this
research, the researcher uses Billie Eilish songs and the topic is about vowels
sound and prosodic features. The similarity of this research with the two is the use
of the song for the object.
Billie Eilish Pirate Baird O’Connell born in Los Angeles, California
December 18, 2001, at age 19 is an American singer and songwriter. She first
gained attention in 2015 when she uploaded the song “Ocean Eyes” to Sound
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Cloud, which was subsequently released by the Interscope Records subsidiary
Darkroom. The song was written and produced by her brother Finneas O’Connell,
with whom she collaborates on music and live shows. Her debut, Don’t Smile at
Me (2017), became a sleeper hit, reaching the top 15 in the US, UK, Canada, and
Australia.
In this research, the researcher chooses five songs by Billie Eilish which are
popular around the world. This research will give the readers some knowledge
about the vowel sounds and also knowledge about the way Billie Eilish
pronounces the vowel sounds in the English language.
1.2 Problems of the Study
Based on the background of the research discussed above, the research
problems are formulated as follows:
1. How does Billie Eilish pronounce English vowel sounds in her selected
songs?
2. How are the prosodic features in Billie Eilish’s selected songs?
1.3 Objectives of the Study
Based on the statement of research problem above, the purpose of the study:
1. To examine the way Billie Eilish pronouncing English vowel sounds in
her selected songs.
2. To analyze the prosodic features in Billie Eilish’s selected songs.
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1.4 Definition of Key Terms
Some operational definitions are given to avoid misunderstanding. They are
Phonology, vowels sound, prosody, English songs.
1. Phonology is a part of a linguistic study that particularly analyzed the
spoken language. According to Crystal (2008, p.365), phonology is a
branch of linguistics that studies the sound systems of languages.
2. A vowel is a syllabic speech sound pronounced without any stricture in
the vocal tract. So, according to Nurhadi (1997, p.12), vowels are
speech sounds that are produced without any obstruction of the air
stream in the mouth cavity.
3. Reetz and Jongman (2009, p.208) “Prosody is the examination of
aspects of speech that extend beyond individual vowels and consonants
is known as the study of suprasegmentals or prosody, the principal of
suprasegmental features are stress (how “prominent” a syllable is),
length (or quantity), tone, (level of movement in a syllable), and
intonation, (movement during phrase)”.
4. Myers and Simms (1989, p.286) stated that a song is a “short lyric
verse accompanied by music. Usually, the lyric is simple, direct, and
conventional so as not to compete with the music”.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED THEORY OR LITERATURE
2.1 Theoretical Frameworks
This part presents the elaboration theories related to phonology, vowels,
prosody, song, and lyric. These elaborations become pivotal points of the
theoretical frameworks of this study.
2.1.1 Phonology
There are two subdisciplines in linguistics that deal with sound,
namely phonetics and phonology. Phonology and phonetics have a close
correlation. According to George Yule (2017, p.136), phonology is
essentially the description of the systems and patterns of speech sounds in a
language. It is, in effect, based on a theory of what every adult speaker of a
language unconsciously knows about the sound patterns of that language.
The speech sounds of a language that we study in phonology are symbolic
sounds that represent the physical sounds of language. Odden (2005, p.2)
says that the point which is most important to appreciate at this moment is
that the “sounds” which phonology is concerned with are symbolic sounds
– they are cognitive abstractions, which represent but are not the same as
physical sounds.
One of the most important facts in phonology is that changing one
sound can affect the meaning of the word, for example, the pair sin /sɪn/ -
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son /sʌn/. Based on the examples, only by changing one sound, the
meaning of the word would be different. The meaning of sin is ‘a violation
of God’s will’ while the meaning of son is ‘a male child’.
Phonology has two important branches, namely phonetics and
phonemics. George Yule (2017, p.98) stated that phonetics is the general
study of the characteristics of speech sounds. According to April McMahon
(2002, p.1), phonetics will study the mechanism and the production of
speech sounds. Ramelan (1994, p.1) states that the study of speech sounds
may be carried out from different viewpoints. When we study speech
sounds as sounds, without regard to their function as signaling units of
language, the science is called “phonetic.” When we study speech sound to
find out the significant units of sounds in a given language, the science is
called “phonemic”.
Phonetics provides objective ways of describing and analyzing the
range of humans sounds used in their languages. More specifically,
articulatory phonetics identify precisely which speech organs and muscles
are involved in producing the different sounds of the world’s languages. So,
to describe speech sounds, it is necessary to know what an individual sound
is, and how each sound differs from all others. This is not as easy as it may
seem, for when we speak, the sounds seem to run together and it isn’t at all
obvious where one sound ends and the next begins.
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Mees and Collins state that phoneme is a contrastive unit of sounds
that are phonologically significant in a given language (2003, p.12). A
phoneme (Gr. phone “sound, voice”) is the smallest contrastive unit of
language that may change the meaning of a morpheme and, as a pursuant, a
word.
Put it simply, phoneme is a contrasting phonological unit. Let us
consider several examples:
1. pig – big /p/* – /b/
2. pen – pan /e/ – /æ/
3. sink – think /s/ – /θ/
As can be seen from the examples above, the distinction between
/p/ – /b/, /e/ – /æ/, and /s/ – /θ/ creates new words in English, which means
that English has such phonemes as /p/, /b/, /e/, /æ/, /s/, /θ/ (among other
English phonemes).
2.1.2 Vowels sound
Vowels are produced with little restriction of the airflow from the
lungs out through the mouth and/or the nose. The quality of a vowel
depends on the shape of the vocal tract as the air passes through. Different
parts of the tongue may be high or low in the mouth; the lips may be spread
or pursed; the velum may be raised or lowered. Jones (1972, p.23) says that
vowels (in normal speech) are defined as a voiced sound is forming which
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the air issues in a continuous stream through the pharynx and mouth, there
being no obstruction and no narrowing such as would cause audible friction.
Delahunty and Garvey (2004, p.8) said, “Vowels are produced with
a smooth, unobstructed airflow through the oral tract. Differences in vowel
quality are produced by different shapes of the oral cavity”. Characteristic
vowel qualities are determined by (a) the height of the tongue in the mouth;
(b) the part of the tongue raised (front, middle, or back); (c) the
configuration of the lips; and (d) the tension of the muscles of the oral tract.
Vowels, in particular, may vary in length, roundedness, pitch, or
nasality without becoming unintelligible. There are the approximate
positions of the tongue during the articulation of various vowels:
1. Front, Central, and Back: refer to the part of the mouth
where the tongue is raised the highest when a particular
vowel is pronounced. For example, when /æ/, as in “cat”, is
pronounced the highest part of the tongue is in the front of
the mouth (though the tongue is not raised much at all for
this vowel).
2. High, Mid, and Low: indicate whether the tongue is raised
higher, about the same, or lower than when it is in its
“resting” position. For example, when /tuː/ as in “to”, is
pronounced, the tongue is raised higher than its resting
position.
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3. Lip position: the vowel chart does not indicate lip position,
but this is also one of the parameters needed to classify
vowels. Lips are either rounded or unrounded but rounded
lips can be slightly rounded, and unrounded lips can be
spread or neutral). The front and central vowels as well as
the back vowel /ɑː/ are all unrounded. /uː/, /ʊ/, /oʊ/ and /ɔ:/
are all rounded.
4. Tension: the amount of tension you can feel in your face as
you pronounce a vowel (particularly when you pronounce it
individually) is another thing that distinguishes vowels.
Those on the outside of the chart, for example; /iː/, /uː/, and
/oʊ/, are tense, while the others are lax.
5. Length: vowels are also distinguished by how long they are
in pronunciation, which is often connected to both tension
and position in the mouth. In IPA length is sometimes
(largely by British speakers/linguists) identified with the
help of a length diacritic that looks rather like a colon, as
here: /iː/. Because our digital format makes that more
complicated than necessary, and in fact, the existence of
separate phonemic symbols is already a distinction, for
example: between the short /ɪ/ and the long /iː/.
On the International Phonetic Alphabet or IPA, Odden (2005, p.39),
English consists of twenty-eight vowels and fifty-eight consonants. The
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vowels themselves are divided into monophthongs or pure vowels and
diphthongs. Diphthongs is a vowel sound in which the tongue change
position to produce the sound of two vowels.
2.1.3 Prosodic Features (Suprasegmental)
Prosodic features are said to be suprasegmental, since they are
properties of units of speech larger than the individual segment, though
exceptionally a single segment may constitute a syllable, and thus even a
whole utterance. According to Reetz and Jongman (2009, p.208) "Prosody
is the examination of aspects of speech that extend beyond individual
vowels and consonants is known as the study of suprasegmentals or
prosody, the principal of suprasegmental features are stress (how
"prominent" a syllable is), length (or quantity), tone, (level of movement in
a syllable), and intonation, (movement during phrase). According to Fox
(2000, p.22) Prosodic Features and Prosodic Structure: the phonology of
suprasegmentals (Oxford Linguistics) said, “The prosodic features in
general terms, and the major features involved length and rhythm, accent
and stress, tone and intonation, have been enumerated, no definitive list has
been given”.
Prosody is concerned with those elements of speech that are not
individual phonetic segments (vowels and consonants) but are properties of
syllables and larger units of speech. These contribute to linguistic functions
such as intonation, tone, stress, and rhythm. Prosody may reflect various
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features of the speaker of the utterance: the emotional state of the speaker;
the form of the utterance (statement, question, or command); the presence
of irony or sarcasm; emphasis, contrast, and focus; or other elements of
language that may not be encoded by grammar or by choice of vocabulary.
2.1.3.1 Stress
Stress is the relative emphasis that may be given to certain
syllables in a word or certain words in phrase or sentence. A fair
number of languages of the world use stress. Stress is a structural,
linguistic property of a word that specifies which syllable in the
word is, in some sense, stronger than any of the others (Gilbert,
2008). So, the stress in English is an important variable in sentence
making or speaking. At the sentence level, wrong stress placement
can change the whole meaning of the sentence.
2.1.3.2 Rhythm
Rhythm corresponds to the ensemble speech sound
durations. Several experiments have been undertaken to study the
rhythmic pattern of speech by replacing the original syllables with
nonsense syllables, preserving the original timing/duration and
stress patterns of the original (Gilbert, 2008). Rhythm is an
important factor in expressing effective sentence making or speech
delivery. Rhythm is one of the elements of speech that talks about
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motions. It describes the movements-speech and cadence of the
words used in a sentence.
2.1.3.3 Intonation
Intonation, or change of pitch, is crucial in signaling
speaker meaning, particularly interpersonal attitudes. Pitch
changes are crucially linked with stress. Since into-nation patterns
are language-specific, learners will need to acquire new ones for
English to avoid inappropriate transfer from their first language
(Gilbert, 2008). Intonation refers to the various tones of the voice,
by using different tones, the speaker gives meaning to the words
that the speaker says. Intonation also expresses feelings: happiness,
curiosity, surprise, annoyance, and so on.
2.1.4 Song and Lyric
The song is a composition for voice performed by singing or
alongside musical instruments. According to Hornby (1995, p.1133) song
is a piece of music with words that are sung. A song is a composition made
up of lyrics and music, with the intent of the lyrics being sung, to produce a
proportionate feeling or emotion concerning a particular matter.
In Cambridge Dictionary Third edition, “song is a usually short
piece of music with words which are sung”. Meanwhile in Oxford
Learner’s Pocket Dictionary, "it is explained that song is a piece of music
with words that are sung or music for the voice singing".
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A song can be divided into three types: Art Songs, Folk Songs, and
Popular Songs. An art song is a vocal music composition, usually written
for one voice with piano accompaniment. By extension, the term “art song”
is used to refer to the genre of such songs.
An art song is most often a musical setting of an independent poem
or text, intended for the concert repertory as part of a recital or other
occasion. Many pieces of vocal music are easily recognized as art songs,
others are more difficult to categorize. For example, a
wordless vocalize written by a classical composer is sometimes considered
an art song and sometimes not.
A folk song is a song originating among the people of a country or
area, passed by oral tradition from one singer or generation to the next,
often existing in several versions, and marked generally by simple, modal
melody and stanzaic, narrative verse. In music, a stanza or verse is a poem
set to music with a recurring pattern of both rhyme and meter. For example,
in Indonesia, there is Apuse from Papua.
In this era, popular songs usually are called pop songs for short,
although pop songs or pop music may instead be considered a more
commercially popular genre and popular music as a whole. There are many
popular songs from many popular singers in every country right now, for
example in the United States has Billie Eilish with Bad Guy.
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Lyric is an important part of a song. Dallin (1994) stated that music
consists of two elements, sounds as the primary and lyrics as the secondary.
Lyrics are words that make up a song usually consisting of verses and
choruses. The writer of lyrics is a lyricist. Stanford (2003, p.65) stated the
word lyric comes from the lyre, the Greek instrument used for musical
accompaniment of poetry, which was often sung or chanted. A lyric of a
poem is a private expression of emotion by a single speaker. Lyric not only
the arrangement of words into a sentence but also the representation of the
composer's emotion and intention to describe their feelings such as love,
struggle, trouble, jealousy, peace, antisocial, feeling, etc. According to
Dallin (1994),
‘Lyrics are written as a form of interaction between the writer and
the listeners. Most of the time, they carry a message (whatever that
might be) to motivate the listeners, at least, to think about it. Such a
purpose and form of interaction are embedded in the cultural
context of these people, according to their musical preferences, time,
etc.’
2.2 Previous Study
Previous research is the research that was found by the researcher before.
This research wants to figure out the way Billie Eilish produce vowels sound and
analyze the prosodic features in Billie Eilish’s selected songs. There is three
previous research that will be explained.
The first previous study is done by Dian Oktavia (2017), in her research
entitled “The Pronunciation of English Consonants in Rihanna’s Songs Entitled
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‘Work’ and ‘Man Down’”. The researcher analyzed the pronunciation of a
famous singer, Rihanna in singing her songs. This research focuses on two
problems. The first problem concerns the way Rihanna pronounces English
consonants in her songs, specifically entitled “Work” and “Man Down”. The
second problem concerns the possible factors affecting pronunciation. The
researcher uses two linguistics approaches. The first one is a phonological
approach to analyze something related to sounds, in this case, the pronunciation
and the process of sound changes. The second one is the sociolinguistics approach
because sociolinguistics is the suitable one to use the study to examine whether or
not Rihanna’s social background contributes to her pronunciation.
The first result of the research is, from 263 words, 220 English words are
pronounced exactly appropriately with RP. However, 43 of them are not
pronounced appropriately. From 43 English words, the research concerns English
consonants. The English consonants which are pronounced differently are
categorized into three groups. The categorization is based on the English
consonants' position. They are initial, medial, and final positions. The second
result is answering what possible factors influencing Rihanna’s pronunciation, the
researcher finds that the factors come from phonological and sociolinguistics
aspects. The environment of how the sounds are produced affects how the sounds
are changed. In addition, the social background of Rihanna such as the Afro-
Caribbean descendant and Jamaican music genre contributes to her pronunciation.
Another research was done by Sri Mulyati (2020) entitle “Long and Short
Vowel in a Song Lyric by Ed Sheeran”. The research analyzed an English song
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lyric entitled “Perfect” by Ed Sheeran based on phonetics studies. In her research
explain some analysis results that are limited to the long and short vowels sound.
The research used a qualitative approach as a research methodology. While
analyzing the long and short vowels sound, she uses phonetics studies by
presenting data in the form of tables as methodological research that reveals the
whole vowels sound. First, the role of linguistics in the literature field is to
provide language theories to analyze literary works. Second, Linguistics and
literary works have the same media that is language. Third, the phonetics alphabet
and its symbols help people to comprehend the way of pronouncing sounds of a
language. Because every sound defines a different meaning, that is why learning
phonetics study is important. Fourth, the writer found the meaning of the song
lyrics is tell about a woman's love for a man but she hides her love until she is an
adult. The results of the analysis show that the song lyrics are dominated by long
vowels sound and most of them are vowels / ɑ /, / i: /, / u: /, and / aɪ /. The role of
Linguistics in the Literature world is by producing language theories to analyze
literary works.
The last previous study is done by Ricky Giovani Reynaldi (2019) entitle
“Phonological Processes in English Cover Songs by Hanin Dhiya”. There are
three objectives of this research: First, to describe the types of phonological
processes in the cover songs by Hanin Dhiya. Second, to explain the phonological
processes occurring in the cover songs using distinctive features. Third, to explain
the factors influencing phonological processes. His research wants to explain the
types of phonological processes and the factors influencing the phonological
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processes found in the English cover songs by Hanin Dhiya whose first language
is Sundanese. The data collection method used in this research is observation with
a note-taking technique. Ten cover songs were selected as the data. Then, the
phonological processes were listed, the data were transcribed by using IPA
symbols and analyzed using a theory of Phonological Process by Hayes (2009),
Odden (2005), Lass (1984), and Generative Phonology by Schane (1973). The
findings show some phonological processes which are insertion, deletion, and
assimilation. The findings also show that the factors influencing phonological
processes are mostly related to the difference of phonological system between
English and the Sundanese language.
The result concluded that there are many different pronunciations compared
to Received Pronunciation (RP) in form of a phonological process acquired from
the speaker's utterances. The first language of the speaker can influence the
process of pronouncing the second language. Sundanese and English languages
have similarities and dissimilarities of phonological features. The speaker tends to
follow the phonological rule of its first language. Therefore, negative transfer
between first language and second language happened because of the difference
in phonological system. An important factor that resulted in the phonological
process is the speaker’s lack of awareness of the sound in pronouncing the
English words.
The comparison of this study with the three kinds of research above is the
object of the research, topic that is discussed and the approach used to analyze.
The research done by Dian Oktavia uses two of Rihanna’s a native-speaker
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famous songs as an object of the research and the topic that being explain is
pronunciation in English consonants with phonological and sociolinguistic
approach. The research done by Sri Mulyati uses the specific song “perfect” by
Ed Sheeran a native-speaker as an object, but the topic is long and short vowels
sound with qualitative descriptive method. Then, the research done by Ricky
Giovani Reynaldi uses English cover songs by Hanin Dhiya and the topic is about
phonological processes that happened in covering the songs seeing that Hanin
Dhiya is non-native speaker with observation method and phonological approach.
While in this research, the researcher uses the selected song by Billie Eilish a
native-speaker as an object of the research by using the qualitative descriptive
method and the topic is about vowel sound and the prosodic features. The
similarity of this research with another three research above is analysis about a





This research will use a descriptive qualitative method to research the
problem because this research has a purpose to describe and analyze the vowels
sound and prosodic features in Billie Eilish’s selected songs. Based on the
definition above, this research will be observing the data, according to Sudaryanto
(2015, p.203) observation is a way of data collection by listening to or observing
the usage of language. Then collecting data and classifying data then the last is
analyzing data. Qualitative Research is also used to uncover trends in thought and
opinions, and dive deeper into the problem. Qualitative data collection methods
using unstructured or semi-structured techniques. Some common methods include
focus groups (group discussions), individual interviews, and
participation/observations. Creswell (2012, p.3) states research designs are the
specific procedures involved in the research process: data collection, data analysis,
and report writing.
A qualitative approach is a method that does not use statistical data. It is
associated with hypothesis-generating and developing an understanding.
According to Creswell (2012), “qualitative methods are human and social science
methods that offer several traditions. These traditions may be the type of method
for collecting analysis data, and written reports, or the overall design which
includes all phases in the research process”. Mackey and Gass (2015, p.162) state
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that qualitative research that based on descriptive data that doesn’t make regular
use of statical procedures. Hanafiah (2016, p.32) also states that the qualitative
method is a research method that departs from a preliminary to the object study to
get the real problem. Therefore, the problem must be extracted from the
preliminary study through empirical facts.
The researcher used a descriptive research method, in which the data are
described systemically to get an accurate and factual result. Isaac and Michael
(1981, p.46) stated that the descriptive qualitative method describes the
population and the evidence of the data systematically, factually, and accurately.
The purpose of descriptive research is to describe systematically the facts and
characteristics.
3.2 Data and Data Source
Data is a raw material that needs to be processed to produce information.
The data of this research are spoken data in the form of pronunciations by native
English speakers who sang English songs. Songs include words, sentences, or
utterances for doing something based on the text dialogue. The source of data in
the study is subjects from which the data can be obtained Arikunto (2010, p.129).
This research uses a song from Billie Eilish’s they are: (1.) Lovely (2.)
Everything I Wanted (3.) Therefore I Am (4.) My Future (5.) Bad Guy. The
researcher decided to choose those five songs because that five songs from Billie
Eilish had an impact on the researcher and famous around the world. Some
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information about the songs taken from other books and the internet to complete
this research.
Billie Eilish Pirate Baird O’Connell was born in Los Angeles, California on
December 18, 2001. She is the daughter of a teacher, actress, and screenwriter
Maggie Baird, and construction worker Patrick O’Connell, who worked part-time
as an actor, appearing in films like Iron Man (2008). Both her parents are amateur
musicians. She is of Irish and Scottish descent. Billie Eilish has an older brother
who also plays music like her, named Finneas Baird O’Connell. While she
was homeschooled, her mother taught her and Finneas the basics of songwriting.
Billie Eilish and her brother had worked together on some music, while she and
her brother had been writing and producing their songs and performing with their
band. Billie Eilish said that her brother and her mother inspired her to get into
music. Their parents encouraged the siblings to express themselves and explore
whatever they wanted, including art, dancing, and acting.
Billie Eilish’s debut studio album, When We All Fall Asleep, Where Do We
Go? (2019), debuted atop the US Billboard 200, reached number one in the UK,
and became one of the best-selling albums of 2019. The album’s fifth single “Bad
Guy” became her first number-one song on the Billboard Hot 100. In 2020, she
performed the theme song “No Time to Die” for the James Bond film of the same
name, which became her first number-one single in the UK. Her later singles
“Everything I Wanted”, “My Future”, and “Therefore I Am” peaked within the
top 10 in the US and UK.
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3.3 Data Collection
Data collection is a method and steps that will be used to collect data. The
researcher will use a qualitative approach, in which the data are in the form of
utterances. There are the following steps in data collection:
1. Browsing Billie Eilish’s songs then collect Billie Eilish’s songs that
will be analyzed by the researcher.
2. Selecting Billie Eilish’s songs that will be used as data, the
researcher chooses five songs from Billie Eilish’s songs, with the
titles: (1.) Lovely (2.) Everything I Wanted (3.) Therefore I Am (4.)
My Future (5.) Bad Guy.
3. Listening and understanding the way Billie Eilish sings the songs. In
this part, the researcher must listen carefully to understand how Billie
Eilish produces vowels sound, then figure out the prosodic features in
Billie Eilish’s selected songs.
4. Classifying the data about how Billie Eilish pronouncing vowels
sound in Billie Eilish’s selected songs and the prosodic features that
exist in Billie Eilish’s selected songs, then explaining the result of
listening and understanding the data. In this part, the researcher may





This chapter presents the research finding and discussion related to the
research problems. The findings and discussion related to English vowels sound
that produced by Billie Eilish. The first discussion is about Billie Eilish’s
pronunciation of English vowels sound in her selected songs and the second
discussion is about the prosodic features in Billie Eilish’s selected songs.
4.1.1 Billie Eilish’s Pronunciation of English Vowels Sound in Her
Selected Songs
In this section, the discussion of the data distribution is divided into
five parts based on the five songs selected by the researcher. The researcher
would like to present and explain the data collection of English vowels sound
in Billie Eilish’s selected songs. The song that will be discussed is entitled;
(1.) Lovely (2.) Everything I Wanted (3.) Therefore I Am (4.) My Future (5.)
Bad Guy.
The analysis of data by making list of the songs lyric and showing the
vowels sound that Billie Eilish produced in table, then explaining how Billie
Eilish pronounced the vowel sound according to the positions of the tongue
and lips. The qualities of vowels depend upon the positions of the tongue and
lips. It is convenient to classify them according to the position of the main
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part of the tongue. English vowels can be classified according to the degree
of lips rounding (rounded and unrounded), the tenseness (tense and lax), the
length (long and short), and the position of the tongue (high, mid, and low),
for practical purposes the tongue is conveniently divided into three parts:
front vowels, central vowels, and back vowels.
Table 4.1 The Summary of the English Vowels Height, Frontness, of













Based on table 4.1 of vowel sounds, there are three categories that
commonly used in linguists: tongue elevation, position of the tongue
elevation and lip shape as well as Length of vocalization, for example the
sound [i:] is Tense High Front Unrounded which can be expounded as;
Length of vocalization : Tense
Tongue elevation : High
Position of the tongue elevation : Front
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Lip shape : Unrounded
1. Lovely
The first song that will be discussed is Lovely by Billie Eilish and
Khalid. The summary of Billie Eilish’s pronunciation of vowels sound in
Lovely is covered in the table 4.2 as follows:
Table 4.2 The Summary of Billie Eilish’ Pronunciation of English
Vowels Sound in Lovely
No Line Vowels Sound
1 Thought I found a way /θɔːt/, /aɪ/, /faʊnd/, /ə/, /weɪ/
2 Thought I found a way out /θɔːt/, /aɪ/, /faʊnd/, /ə/, /weɪ/, /ə/
3 But you never go away /bʌt/, /juː/, /‘nevər/, /goʊ/, /ə‘weɪ/
4 So I guess I gotta stay now /soʊ/, /aɪ/, /ges/, /aɪ/, /‘gaːtə/, /steɪ/, /naʊ/
5 Oh, I hope someday I’ll make it
out of here
/oʊ/, /aɪ/, /hoʊp/, /səm deɪ/, /aɪ‘ll/,
/meɪk/, /iːt/, /aʊt/, /ʌv/, /hɪr/
6 Even if it takes all night or a
hundred years
/‘iːvn/, /ɪf/, /iːt/, /teɪks/, /ɔːl/, /naɪt/, /ɔːr/,
/ə/, /‘hʌndrəd/, /jiːrz/
7 Need a place to hide, but I can’t
find one near
/niːd/, /ə/, /pleɪs/, /tuː/, /haɪd/, /bʌt/, /aɪ/,
/kænt/, /faɪnd/, /wʌn/, /nɪr/
8 Wanna feel alive, outside I can’t
fight my fear
/‘waːnə/, /fiːl/, /ə‘laɪv/, /,aʊt‘saɪd/, /aɪ/,
/kænt/, /faɪt/, /maɪ/, /fiːr/
9 Isn’t it lovely, all alone? /iːznt/, /ɪt/, /‘lʌvli/, /ɔːl/, /ə‘loʊn/
10 Heart made of glass, my mind of
stone
/haːrt/, /meɪd/, /ʌv/, /glæs/, /maɪ/,
/maɪnd/, /ʌv/, /stoʊn/
11 Tear me to pieces, skin to bone /teɪr/, /miː/, /tuː/, /‘pisɪz/, /skɪn/, /tuː/,
/boʊn/
12 Hello, welcome home /hə‘lo/, /welkəm/, /hoʊm/
13 Something’s on my mind /sʌmθɪŋs/, /aːn/, /maɪ/, /maɪnd/
14 Always in my head space /‘ɔːlweɪz/, /ɪn/, /maɪ/, /hed/, /speɪs/,
15 But I hope someday I’ll make it /bʌt/, /aɪ/, /hoʊp/, /səm deɪ/, /aɪl/, /meɪk/,
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out of here /iːt/, /aʊt/, /ʌv/, /hɪr/
16 Even if it takes all night or a
hundred years
/‘iːvn/, /ɪf/, /iːt/, /teɪks/, /ɔːl/, /naɪt/, /ɔːr/,
/ə/, /‘hʌndrəd/, /jiːrz/
17 Need a place to hide, but I can’t
find one near
/niːd/, /ə/, /pleɪs/, /tuː/, /haɪd/, /bʌt/, /aɪ/,
/kænt/, /faɪnd/, /wʌn/, /nɪr/
18 Wanna feel alive, outside I can’t
fight my fear
/‘waːnə/, /fiːl/, /ə‘laɪv/, /,aʊt‘saɪd/, /aɪ/,
/kænt/, /faɪt/, /maɪ/, /fiːr/
19 Isn’t it lovely, all alone? /iːznt/, /ɪt/, /‘lʌvli/, /ɔːl/, /ə‘loʊn/
20 Heart made of glass, my mind of
stone
/haːrt/, /meɪd/, /ʌv/, /glæs/, /maɪ/,
/maɪnd/, /ʌv/, /stoʊn/
21 Tear me to pieces, skin to bone /teɪr/, /miː/, /tuː/, /‘pisɪz/, /skɪn/, /tuː/,
/boʊn/
22 Hello, welcome home /hə‘lo/, /welkəm/, /hoʊm/
23 Woah, yeah /woʊh/, /jaːh/
24 Yeah, ah /jaːh/, /aː/
25 Woah, woah /woʊh/, /woʊh/
26 Hello, welcome home /hə‘lo/, /welkəm/, /hoʊm/
Based on table 4.2 there are English vowels sound that exist in Lovely;
[iː] [ɪ] [uː] [e] [ə] [ɔː] [æ] [ʌ] [aː] [aɪ] [eɪ] [aʊ] [oʊ]. The detail of the
analysis of the vowels sound in Lovely is presented as follow:
There is classification of English vowels that Billie Eilish produced in
the song’s Lovely. Sound [iː] describe as a Tense High Front Unrounded.
This means vowel sound [iː] was produced when the front part of the
tongue is raised towards the hard palate (the top part of the mouth),
nearest the upper teeth ridge with high position of tongue and the shape
of the lip is unrounded. Sound [ɪ] describe as a Lax Mid High Front
Unrounded. This means vowel sound [ɪ] was produced when the front
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part of the tongue is raised towards the hard palate (the top part of the
mouth), nearest the upper teeth ridge with middle-high (almost high)
position of tongue and the shape of the lip is unrounded. In line no. 5, 6,
8, 9, 15, 16, 18, and 19 vowel [ɪ] is produced in long duration for some
words in Lovely, it become longer and produce with greater tension in the
tongue. The duration and the tension of vowel [ɪ] in pronouncing /ɪznt/,
/jɪr/, /fɪr/, /ɪt/, become /iːt/, /jiːrs/, /fiːr/, /iːznt/ the pronunciation are longer than
a short and lax vowels, but it different when pronouncing /hɪr/, /ɪf/, /‘pisɪz/,
skɪn/, /ɪn/, and /‘sʌmθɪŋ/. The duration is short and the tension is lax.
Vowel sounds tend to be longer in some environments and shorter in
others. The duration of a vowel depends a lot on the sound that comes
after it. Vowel sounds are usually shorter in duration before voiceless
(sounds without vocal chord vibration) sounds and longer before voiced
(sounds with vocal chord vibration) sounds. They’re longest of all when
they come at the end of a word. The pronunciation of the sounds are
changing, because the sounds influencing from the first to the next
sounds, so they influencing each other or in the other word it called the
environment of the sound.
Sound [æ] can describe as a Short Lax Low Front Unrounded. This
means that the sound [æ] was produced in the front part of the tongue.
The position of the tongue was low and the shape of lips is unrounded as
well as the terms of this sound was known as lax or short vowel. But, in
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line no. 7, 8, 17, and 18 when pronouncing vowel [æ] in /kænt/, the
length of vocalization is tense.
Sound [aʊ] can be describe as a Tense Low Central Unrounded to
High Back Rounded. This means the sound [aʊ] was produced from the
central to the back part of the tongue. The position of the tongue from low
to high and the shape of lips was unrounded as well as the terms of this
sound was known as tense. Word /aʊt/ in line no. 2 is pronounced with
lax of tension and became /ə/, but in the other part in another sentence the
pronunciation of /aʊt/ is tense and high.
2. Everything I Wanted
The second song that will be discussed is Everything I Wanted by
Billie Eilish. The summary of Billie Eilish’s pronunciation of vowels
sounds in Everything I Wanted is covered in table 4.3 as follows:
Table 4.3 The Summary of Billie Eilish’ Pronunciation of English
Vowels Sound in Everything I Wanted
No Line Vowels Sound
1 I had a dream /aɪ/, /hæd/, /ə/, /driːm/
2 I got everything I wanted /aɪ/, /ɡaːt/, /‘evriθɪŋ/ /aɪ/, /‘waːntɪd/
3 Not what you’d think /naːt/, /wʌt/, /juː‘d/, /θɪŋk/
4 And if I’m being honest /ænd/, /ɪf/, /aɪm/, /‘biːɪŋ/, /‘aːnɪst/
5 It might’ve been a nightmare /ɪt/, /maɪt‘ve/, /bɪn/, /ə/, /‘naɪtmer/
6 To anyone who might care /tuː/, /‘eniwʌn/, /huː/, /maɪt/, /ker/
7 Thought I could fly /θɔːt/, /aɪ/, /kʊd/, /flaɪ/
8 So I stepped off the golden /soʊ /, /aɪ/, /stept/, /ɔːf/, /ðə/, /‘goʊldən/
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9 Nobody cried /‘noʊbədi/, /kraɪd/
10 Nobody even noticed /‘noʊbədi/, /‘iːvn/, /‘noʊtɪst/
11 I saw them standing right there /aɪ/, /sɔː/, /ðem/, /‘stændɪŋ/, /raɪt/, /ðer/
12 Kinda thought they might care /‘kaɪndə/, /θɔːt/, /ðeɪ/, /maɪt/, /ker/
13 I had a dream /aɪ/, /hæd/, /ə/, /driːm/
14 I got everything I wanted /aɪ/, /ɡaːt/, /‘evriθɪŋ/ /aɪ/, /‘waːntɪd/
15 But when I wake up, I see /bʌt/, /wen/, /aɪ/, /weɪk/, /ʌp/, /aɪ/, /siː/
16 You with me /juː/, /wɪð/, /mɪ/
17 And you say, “As long as I’m
here
/ænd/, /juː/, /seɪ/, /æz/, /lɔːŋ/, /æz/,
/aɪm/, /hɪr/
18 No one can hurt you /noʊ/, /wʌn/, /kæn/, /hɜːrt/, /juː/
19 Don’t wanna lie here /doʊnt/, /‘waːnə/, /laɪ/, /hɪr/
20 But you can learn to /bʌt/, /juː/, /kæn/, /lɜːrn/, /tuː/
21 If I could change /ɪf/, /aɪ/, /kʊd/, /tʃeɪndʒ/
22 The way that you see yourself /ðə/, /weɪ/, /ðæt/, /juː/, /siː/, /jɔːr‘self/
23 You wouldn’t wonder why you
hear
/juː/, /wʊdnt/, /‘wʌndər/,/waɪ/, /juː/,
/hɪr/
24 They don’t deserve you” /ðeɪ/, /doʊnt/, /dɪ‘zɜːrv/, /juː/
25 I tried to scream /aɪ/, /traɪd/, /tuː/, /skriːm/
26 But my head was underwater /bʌt/, /maɪ/, /hed/, /wəz/, /,ʌndər‘wɔːtər/
27 They called me weak /ðeɪ/, /kɔːld/, /mɪ/, /wiːk/
28 Like I’m not just somebody’s
daughter
/laɪk/, /aɪm/, /naːt/, /dʒʌst/, /‘sʌmbədis/,
/‘dɔːtər/
29 Coulda been a nightmare /kʊdə/, /bɪn/, /ə/, /‘naɪtmer/
30 But it felt like they were right
there
/bʌt/, /ɪt/, /felt/, /laɪk/, /ðeɪ/, /wər/, /raɪt/,
/ðer/
31 And it feels like yesterday was
a year ago
/ænd/, /ɪt/, /fiːl/, /laɪk/, /‘jestərdeɪ/,
/wəz/, /ə/, /jɪr/, /ə‘ɡoʊ/
32 But I don’t wanna let anybody
know
/bʌt/, /aɪ/, /doʊnt/, /‘waːnə/, /let/,
/‘enibaːdi/, /noʊ/
33 ‘Cause everybody wants
something from me now
/kɔːz/, /‘evribaːdi/, /waːnts/, /‘sʌmθɪŋ/,
/frəm/, /miː/, /naʊ/
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34 And I don’t wanna let ‘em
down
/ænd/, /aɪ/, /doʊnt/, /‘waːnə/, /let/, /ɪm/,
/daʊn/
35 I had a dream /aɪ/, /hæd/, /ə/, /driːm/
36 I got everything I wanted /aɪ/, /ɡaːt/, /‘evriθɪŋ/ /aɪ/, /‘waːntɪd/
37 But when I wake up, I see /bʌt/, /wen/, /aɪ/, /weɪk/, /ʌp/, /aɪ/, /siː/
38 You with me /juː/, /wɪð/, /mɪ/
39 And you say, “As long as I’m
here
/ænd/, /juː/, /seɪ/, /æz/, /lɔːŋ/, /æz/,
/aɪm/, /hɪr/
40 No one can hurt you /noʊ/, /wʌn/, /kæn/, /hɜːrt/, /juː/
41 Don’t wanna lie here /doʊnt/, /‘waːnə/, /laɪ/, /hɪr/
42 But you can learn to /bʌt/, /juː/, /kæn/, /lɜːrn/, /tuː/
43 If I could change /ɪf/, /aɪ/, /kʊd/, /tʃeɪndʒ/
44 The way that you see yourself /ðə/, /weɪ/, /ðæt/, /juː/, /siː/, /jɔːr‘self/
45 You wouldn’t wonder why you
hear
/juː/, /wʊdnt/, /‘wʌndər/,/waɪ/, /juː/, /hɪr
46 They don’t deserve you” /ðeɪ/, /doʊnt/, /dɪ‘zɜːrv/, /juː/
47 If I knew it all then would I do
it again?
/ɪf/, /aɪ/, /nuː/, /ɪt/, /ɔːl/, /ðen/, /wʊd/,
/aɪ/, /duː/, /ɪt/, /ə‘ɡeɪn/
48 Would I do it again? /wʊd/, /aɪ/, /duː/, /ɪt/, /ə‘ɡeɪn/
49 If they knew what they said
would go straight to my head
/ɪf/, /aɪ/, /nuː/, /wʌt/, /ðeɪ/, /sed/, /wʊd/,
/ɡoʊ/, /streɪt/, /tuː/, /maɪ/, /hed/
50 What would they say instead? /wʌt/, /wʊd/, /ðeɪ/, /seɪ/, /ɪn‘sted/
51 If I knew it all then would I do
it again?
/ɪf/, /aɪ/, /nuː/, /ɪt/, /ɔːl/, /ðen/, /wʊd/,
/aɪ/, /duː/, /ɪt/, /ə‘ɡeɪn/
52 Would I do it again? /wʊd/, /aɪ/, /duː/, /ɪt/, /ə‘ɡeɪn/
53 If they knew what they said
would go straight to my head
/ɪf/, /aɪ/, /nuː/, /wʌt/, /ðeɪ/, /sed/, /wʊd/,
/ɡoʊ/, /streɪt/, /tuː/, /maɪ/, /hed/
54 What would they say instead? /wʌt/, /wʊd/, /ðeɪ/, /seɪ/, /ɪn‘sted/
Based on table 4.3 there are English vowels sound that exist in
Everything I Wanted: [iː] [ɪ] [ʊ] [uː] [e] [ə] [ɜː] [ɔː] [æ] [ʌ] [aː] [aɪ] [eɪ]
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[aʊ] [oʊ]. The detail of the analysis of the vowels sound in Everything I
Wanted is presented as follow:
There is classification of English vowels that Billie Eilish produced in
the song’s Everything I Wanted. Sound [iː] describe as a Tense High
Front Unrounded. This means vowel sound [iː] was produced when the
front part of the tongue is raised towards the hard palate (the top part of
the mouth), nearest the upper teeth ridge with high position of tongue and
the shape of the lip is unrounded. But, in Everything I Wanted in line no.
16, 27, and 38 sound [iː] is produced in short duration, and it seem lax in
tension which is symbolized as [ɪ]. When pronouncing /miː/, it is more
like /mɪ/ in which the [iː] sound that supposed to be the tense vowel
became [ɪ] because of the low pronunciation and almost inaudible. Sound
[ɪ] describe as a Lax Mid High Front Unrounded. This means vowel
sound [ɪ] was produced when the front part of the tongue is raised
towards the hard palate (the top part of the mouth), nearest the upper
teeth ridge with middle-high (almost high) position of tongue and the
shape of the lip is unrounded.
3. Therefore I Am
The second song that will be discussed is Therefore I am by Billie
Eilish. The summary of Billie Eilish’s pronunciation of vowels sound in
Therefore I am is covered in table 4.4 as follows:
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Table 4.4 The Summary of Billie Eilish’ Pronunciation of English
Vowels Sound in Therefore I Am
No Line Vowels Sound
1 I’m not your friend or anything,
damn
/aɪm/, /naːt/, /jər/, /freɪnd/, /ɔːr/,
/‘eniθɪŋ/, /daːm/
2 You think that you’re the man /juː/, /θɪŋk/, /ðæt/, /jʊr/, /ðə/, /maːn/
3 I think, therefore, I am /aɪ/, /θɪŋk/, /‘ðerfɔːr/, /aɪ/, /aːm/
4 I’m not your friend or anything,
damn
/aɪm/, /naːt/, /jər/, /freɪnd/, /ɔːr/,
/‘eniθɪŋ/, /daːm/
5 You think that you’re the man /juː/, /θɪŋk/, /ðæt/, /jʊr/, /ðə/, /maːn/
6 I think, therefore, I am /aɪ/, /θɪŋk/, /‘ðerfɔːr/, /aɪ/, /aːm/
7 Stop, what the hell are you
talking about? Ha
/staːp/, /wʌt/, /ðə/, /hel/, /aːr/, /juː/,
/tɔːkɪŋ/, /ə‘baʊt/, /haː/
8 Get my pretty name outta your
mouth
/ɡet/, /maɪ/, /‘prɪti/, /neɪm/, /‘aʊtə/, /jər/,
/maʊθ/
9 We are not the same with or
without
/wiː/, /aːr/, /naːt/, /ðə/, /sem/, /wɪð/, /ɔːr/,
/wɪ‘ðaʊt/,
10 Don’t talk ‘bout me like how
you might know how I feel
/doʊnt/, /tɔːk/, /‘baʊt/, /miː/,
/laɪk/,/haʊ/, /juː/, /maɪt/, /noʊ/, /haʊ/,
/aɪ/, /fiːl/
11 Top of the world, but your
world isn’t real
/taːp/, /ʌv/, /ðə/, /wɜːrld/, /bʌt/, /jər/,
/wɜːrld/, /iːznt/, /‘riːəl/
12 Your world’s an ideal /jər/, /wɜːrlds/, /ən/, /aɪ‘diːəl/
13 So go have fun /soʊ/, /ɡoʊ/, /hæv/, /fʌn/
14 I really couldn’t care less /aɪ/, /‘riːəli/, /kʊdnt/, /ker/, /les/
15 And you can give ‘em my best,
but just know
/ænd/, /juː/, /kæn/, /ɡɪv/, /ɪm/, /maɪ/,
/best/, /bʌt/, /dʒʌst/, /noʊ/
16 I’m not your friend or anything,
damn
/aɪm/, /naːt/, /jər/, /freɪnd/, /ɔːr/,
/‘eniθɪŋ/, /daːm/
17 You think that you’re the man /juː/, /θɪŋk/, /ðæt/, /jʊr/, /ðə/, /maːn/
18 I think, therefore, I am /aɪ/, /θɪŋk/, /‘ðerfɔːr/, /aɪ/, /aːm/
19 I’m not your friend or anything,
damn
/aɪm/, /naːt/, /jər/, /freɪnd/, /ɔːr/,
/‘eniθɪŋ/, /daːm/
20 You think that you’re the man /juː/, /θɪŋk/, /ðæt/, /jʊr/, /ðə/, /maːn/
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21 I think, therefore, I am /aɪ/, /θɪŋk/, /‘ðerfɔːr/, /aɪ/, /aːm/
22 I don’t want press to put your
name next to mine
/aɪ/, /doʊnt/, /waːnt/, /pres/, /tuː/, /pʊt/,
/jər/, /neɪm/, /nekst/, /tuː/, /maɪn/
23 We’re on different lines, so I /wɪr/, /aːn/, /‘dɪfrənt/, /laɪns/, /soʊ/, /aɪ/
24 Wanna be nice enough, they
don’t call my bluff
/‘waːnə/, /biː/, /naɪs/, /ɪ‘nʌf/, /ðeɪ/,
/dʌnt/, /kɔːl/, /maɪ/, /blʌf/
25 ‘Cause I hate to find /kɔːz/, /aɪ/, /heɪt/, /tuː/, /faɪnd/
26 Hello, welcome home /hə‘lo/, /welkəm/, /hoʊm/
27 Articles, articles, articles /‘ɑːrtɪkls/, /‘ɑːrtɪkls/, /‘ɑːrtɪkls/




29 Got a lotta interviews,
interviews, interviews
/ɡaːt/, /ə/, /‘lɑːtə/, /‘ɪntərvjuːs/,
/‘ɪntərvjuːs/, /‘ɪntərvjuːs/
30 When they say your name, I
just act confused
/wen/, /ðeɪ/, /seɪ/, /jər/, /neɪm/, /aɪ/,
/dʒʌst/, /ækt/, /kən‘fjuːzd/
31 Did you have fun? /dɪd/, /juː/, /hæv/, /fʌn/
32 I really couldn’t care less /aɪ/, /‘riːəli/, /kʊdnt/, /ker/, /les/
33 And you can give ‘em my best,
but just know
/ænd/, /juː/, /kæn/, /ɡɪv/, /ɪm/, /maɪ/,
/best/, /bʌt/, /dʒʌst/, /noʊ/
34 I’m not your friend or anything,
damn
/aɪm/, /naːt/, /jər/, /freɪnd/, /ɔːr/,
/‘eniθɪŋ/, /daːm/
35 You think that you’re the man /juː/, /θɪŋk/, /ðæt/, /jʊr/, /ðə/, /maːn/
36 I think, therefore, I am /aɪ/, /θɪŋk/, /‘ðerfɔːr/, /aɪ/, /aːm/
37 I’m not your friend or anything,
damn
/aɪm/, /naːt/, /jər/, /freɪnd/, /ɔːr/,
/‘eniθɪŋ/, /daːm/
38 You think that you’re the man /juː/, /θɪŋk/, /ðæt/, /jʊr/, /ðə/, /maːn/
39 I think, therefore, I am /aɪ/, /θɪŋk/, /‘ðerfɔːr/, /aɪ/, /aːm/
40 I’m sorry /aɪm/, /‘saːri/
41 I don’t think I caught your
name
/aɪ/, /doʊnt/, /θɪŋk/, /aɪ/, /kɔːt/, /jər/,
/neɪm/
42 I’m sorry /aɪm/, /‘saːri/
43 I’m not your friend or anything,
damn
/aɪm/, /naːt/, /jər/, /freɪnd/, /ɔːr/,
/‘eniθɪŋ/, /daːm/
44 You think that you’re the man /juː/, /θɪŋk/, /ðæt/, /jʊr/, /ðə/, /maːn/
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45 I think, therefore, I am /aɪ/, /θɪŋk/, /‘ðerfɔːr/, /aɪ/, /aːm/
46 I’m not your friend or anything,
damn
/aɪm/, /naːt/, /jər/, /freɪnd/, /ɔːr/,
/‘eniθɪŋ/, /daːm/
47 You think that you’re the man /juː/, /θɪŋk/, /ðæt/, /jʊr/, /ðə/, /maːn/
48 I think, therefore, I am /aɪ/, /θɪŋk/, /‘ðerfɔːr/, /aɪ/, /aːm/
Based on table 4.4, there are English vowels sound that exist in
Therefore I Am: [iː] [ɪ] [ʊ] [uː] [e] [ə] [ɜː] [ɔː] [æ] [ʌ] [aː] [aɪ] [eɪ] [oʊ].
The detail of the analysis of the vowels sound in Therefore I Am is
presented as follow:
There is classification of English vowels that Billie Eilish produced in
the song’s Therefore I Am. Sound [æ] can describe as a Short Lax Low
Front Unrounded. This means that the sound [æ] was produced in the
front part of the tongue. The position of the tongue was low and the
shape of lips is unrounded as well as the terms of this sound was known
as lax or short vowel. [æ] similar to the sound [aː], but it is shorter.
When pronouncing vowel [æ] in word /dæm/, /mæn/, and /æm/ the
length of vocalization is tense, longer than the actual sound of vowel [æ].
Sound [e] can describe as a Lax Mid low Front Unrounded. Vowel
sound [e] pronounced like the short vowel sound of E, but in the word
/frend/ vowel [e] pronounced long and tense then it sounds became
/freɪnd/. Sound [eɪ] can be describe as a Tense Mid Front Unrounded to
High Front Unrounded. [eɪ] is a diphthong sound which means it is a
combination of two vowel sounds that are pronounced within the same
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syllable. The [eɪ] sound is a combination of [e] and [ɪ] or [iː]. When
Pronouncing [eɪ] the mouth will start on the position of the [e] sound and
finish on the position of [ɪ] or [iː], because both of the sound is
unrounded so the lips stretched like smiling but the mouth closes a little
as move to the [iː] sound. In line no. 9 sound [eɪ] in the word /seɪm/
pronounced like the short vowel sound of E and become /sem/.
4. My Future
The second song that will be discussed is My Future by Billie Eilish.
The summary of Billie Eilish’s pronunciation of vowels sound in My
Future is covered in table 4.5 as follows:
Table 4.5 The Summary of Billie Eilish’ Pronunciation of English
Vowels Sound in My Future
No Line Vowels Sound
1 I can’t seem to focus /aɪ/, /kænt/, /siːm/, /tuː/, /‘foʊkəz/
2 And you don’t seem to notice /ænd/, /juː/, /doʊnt/, /siːm/, /tuː/,
/‘noʊtɪs/
3 I’m not here /aɪm/, /naːt/, /hɪr/
4 I’m just a mirror /aɪm/, /dʒʌst/, /ə/, /‘mɪrər/
5 You check your complexion /juː/, /tʃek/, /jər/, /kəm‘plekʃn/
6 To find your reflection’s all
alone
/tuː/, /faɪnd/, /jər/, /rɪ‘flekʃns/, /ɔːl/,
/ə‘loʊn/
7 I had to go /aɪ/, /hæd/, /tuː/, /ɡoʊ/
8 Can’t you hear me? /kænt/, /juː/, /hɪr/, /miː/
9 I’m not comin’ home /aɪm/, /naːt/, /‘kʌmɪn/, /hoʊm/
10 Do you understand? /duː/, /juː/, /ʌndər‘stænd/
11 I’ve changed my plans /aɪv/, /tʃeɪndʒd/, /maɪ/, /plæns/
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12 ‘Cause I, I’m in love /kɔːz/, /aɪ/, /aɪm/, /ɪn/, /lʌv/
13 With my future /wɪð/, /maɪ/, /‘fjuːtʃər/
14 Can’t wait to meet her /kænt/, /weɪt/, /tuː/, /miːt/, /hər/
15 And I, I’m in love /ænd/, /aɪ/, /aɪm/, /ɪn/, /lʌv/
16 But not with anybody else /bʌt/, /naːt/, /wɪð/, /‘enibaːdi/, /els/
17 Just wanna get to know myself /dʒʌst/, /‘waːnə/, /ɡet/, /tuː/, /noʊ/,
/maɪ‘self/
18 I know supposedly I’m lonely
now
/aɪ/, /noʊ/, /sə‘poʊzɪdli/, /aɪm/,
/‘loʊnli/, /naʊ/
19 Know I’m supposed to be
unhappy
/noʊ/, /aɪm/, /sə‘poʊzd/, /tuː/, /biː/,
/ʌn‘hæpi/
20 Without someone /wɪ‘ðaʊt/, /sʌmwʌn/
21 But aren’t I someone? /bʌt/, /aːrnt/, /aɪ/, /sʌmwʌn/
22 I’d like to be your answer /aɪd/, /laɪk/, /tuː/, /biː/, /jər/, /‘ænsər/
23 ‘Cause you’re so handsome /kɔːz/, /jʊr/, /soʊ/, /‘hænsəm/
24 But I know better /bʌt/, /aɪ/, /noʊ/, /‘betər/
25 Than to drive you home /ðæn/, /tuː/, /draɪv/, /juː/, /hoʊm/
26 ‘Cause you’d invite me in /kɔːz/, /juːd/, /ɪn‘vaɪt/, /miː/, /ɪn/
27 And I’d be yours again /ænd/, /aɪd/, /biː/, /jərz/, /ə‘ɡeɪn/
28 But I, I’m in love /bʌt/, /aɪ/, /aɪm/, /ɪn/, /lʌv/
29 With my future /wɪð/, /maɪ/, /‘fjuːtʃər/
30 And you don’t know her /ænd/, /juː/, /doʊnt/, /noʊ/, /hər/
31 And I, I’m in love /ænd/, /aɪ/, /aɪm/, /ɪn/, /lʌv/
32 But not with anybody here /bʌt/, /naːt/, /wɪð/, /‘enibaːdi/, /hɪr/
33 I’ll see you in a couple years /aɪl/, /siː/, /juː/, /ɪn/, /ə/, /‘kʌpl/, /jɪrz/
Based on table 4.5, English vowels sound that exist in My Future: [iː]
[ɪ] [ʊ] [uː] [e] [ə] [ɔː] [æ] [ʌ] [aː] [aɪ] [eɪ] [aʊ] [oʊ]. The detail of the analysis
of the vowels sound in My Future is presented as follow:
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There are vowel sounds that Billie Eilish produced in the song My
Future. Sound [aɪ] describe as a Tense Low Central Unrounded to High
Front Unrounded. Vowel [aɪ] is a diphthong sound that made from vowel
Sound [a] and [ɪ]. When vowel [aɪ] produced, the sound [aɪ] starts with the
jaw open and the tongue more or less in the centre [a] then it glides to [ɪ].
Vowel [aɪ] produced clear and very long especially in the word I, like, and
my. Vowel [ʌ] Lax Low Central Unrounded. Sound [ʌ] is normally produced
with low position of the tongue between the middle and the back of mouth
then make a short voiced. Vowel [ʌ] and [ə] is similar, because the
pronunciation of these two is the same sound. The differences in the location
of the tongue when they are produced is tiny. They have been given different
symbols because, in English, it is very important to distinguish between
stressed [ʌ] and unstressed [ə] sounds.
5. Bad Guy
The second song that will be discussed is Bad Guy by Billie
Eilish. The summary of Billie Eilish’s pronunciation of vowels sound in
Bad Guy is covered in table 4.6 as follows:
Table 4.6 The Summary of Billie Eilish’ Pronunciation of English
Vowels Sound in Bad Guy
No Line Vowels Sound
55 White shirt now red, my bloody
nose
/waɪt/, /ʃɜːrt/, /naʊ/, /red/, /maɪ/, /blʌdi/,
/noʊz/
56 Sleepin’, you’re on your tippy
toes
/sliːpɪn/, /jʊr/, /aːn/, /jər/, /tɪpɪ/, /təuz/
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57 Creepin’ around like no one
knows
/‘kriːpɪn/, /ə‘raʊnd/, /laɪk/, /wʌn/, /noʊz/
58 Think you’re so criminal /θɪŋk/, /jʊr/, /soʊ/, /‘krɪmɪnl/
59 Bruises on both my knees for
you
/bruːziz/, /aːn/, /boʊθ/, /maɪ/, /niːz/,
/fɔːr/, /juː/
60 Don’t say thank you or please /doʊnt/, /seɪ/, /θæŋk/, /juː/, /ɔːr/, /pliːz/
61 I do what I want when I’m
wanting to
/aɪ/, /duː/, /wʌt/, /wen/, /aɪm/, /wɑːntɪŋ/,
/tuː/
62 My soul? So cynical /maɪ/, /soʊl/, /soʊ/, /sɪnɪkl/
63 So you’re a tough guy /soʊ/, /jʊr/, /ə/, /tʌf/, /ɡaɪ/
64 Like it really rough guy /laɪk/, /ɪt/, /‘riːəli/, /rʌf/, /ɡaɪ/
65 Just can’t get enough guy /dʒʌst/, /kænt/, /ɡet/, /ɪ‘nʌf/, /ɡaɪ/
66 Chest always so puffed guy /tʃest/, /ɔːlweɪz/, /soʊ/, /pʌft/, /ɡaɪ/
67 I’m that bad type /aɪm/, /ðæt/, /bæd/, /taɪp/
68 Make your mama sad type /meɪk/, /jər/, /mæmə/, /sæd/, /taɪp/
69 Make your girlfriend mad tight /meɪk/, /jər/, /ɡɜːrlfrend/, /mæd/, /taɪp/
70 Might seduce your dad type /maɪt/, /sɪ‘duːs/, /jər/, /dæd/, /taɪp/
71 I’m the bad guy, duh /aɪm/, /ðə/, /bæd/, /ɡaɪ/, /dʌ/
72 I’m the bad guy /aɪm/, /ðə/, /bæd/, /ɡaɪ/
73 I like it when you take control /aɪ/, /laɪk/, /ɪt/, /wen/, /juː/, /teɪk/,
/kən‘troʊl/,
74 Even if you know that you
don’t
/‘iːvn/, /ɪf/, /juː/, /noʊ/, /ðæt/, /juː/,
/doʊnt/
75 Own me, I’ll let you play the
role
/oʊn/, /miː/, /aɪl/, /let/, /juː/, /pleɪ/, /ðə/,
/roʊl/
76 I’ll be your animal /aɪl/, /biː/, /jər/, /ænɪml/
77 My mommy likes to sing along
with me
/maɪ/, /maːmi/, /laɪks/, /tuː/, /sɪŋ/,
/ə‘lɔːŋ/, /wɪð/, /miː/
78 But she won’t sing this song /bʌt/, /ʃiː/, /wʌnt/, /sɪŋ/, /ðɪs/, /sɔːŋ/
79 If she reads all the lyrics /ɪf/, /ʃiː/, /riːdz/, /ɔːl/, /ðə/, /lɪrɪks/
80 She’ll pity the men I know /ʃiːl/, /pɪti/, /ðə/, /men/, /aɪ/, /noʊ/
81 So you’re a tough guy /soʊ/, /jʊr/, /ə/, /tʌf/, /ɡaɪ/
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82 Like it really rough guy /laɪk/, /ɪt/, /‘riːəli/, /rʌf/, /ɡaɪ/
83 Just can't get enough guy /dʒʌst/, /kænt/, /ɡet/, /ɪ‘nʌf/, /ɡaɪ/
84 Chest always so puffed guy /tʃest/, /ɔːlweɪz/, /soʊ/, /pʌft/, /ɡaɪ/
85 So you’re a tough guy /soʊ/, /jʊr/, /ə/, /tʌf/, /ɡaɪ/
86 I’m that bad type /aɪm/, /ðæt/, /bæd/, /taɪp/
87 Make your mama sad type /meɪk/, /jər/, /mæmə/, /sæd/, /taɪp/
88 Make your girlfriend mad tight /meɪk/, /jər/, /ɡɜːrlfrend/, /mæd/, /taɪp/
89 Might seduce your dad type /maɪt/, /sɪ‘duːs/, /jər/, /dæd/, /taɪp/
90 I’m the bad guy, duh /aɪm/, /ðə/, /bæd/, /ɡaɪ/, /dʌ/
91 I’m the bad guy, duh /aɪm/, /ðə/, /bæd/, /ɡaɪ/, /dʌ/
92 I’m only good at being bad, bad /aɪm/, /‘oʊnli/, /ɡʊd/, /æt/, /biːɪŋ/, /bæd/,
/bæd/
93 I like when you get mad /aɪ/, /laɪk/, /wen/, /juː/, /ɡet/, /mæd/
94 I guess I’m pretty glad that
you’re alone
/aɪ/, /ɡes/, /aɪm/, /prɪti/, /ɡlæd/, /ðæt/,
/jʊr/, /ə‘loʊn/
95 You said she’s scared of me? /juː/, /sed/, /ʃiːz/, /skerd/, /ʌv/, /miː/
96 I mean, I don’t see what she
sees
/aɪ/, /miːn/, /aɪ/, /doʊnt/, /siː/, /wʌt/, /ʃiː/,
/siːz/
97 But maybe it’s ‘cause I’m
wearing your cologne
/bʌt/, /meɪbi/, /ɪts/, /kɔːz/, /aɪm/, /werɪŋ/,
/jər/, /kə‘loʊn/
98 I’m a bad guy /aɪm/, /ə/, /bæd/, /ɡaɪ/
99 I’m, I’m a bad guy /aɪm/, /aɪm/, /ə/, /bæd/, /ɡaɪ/
100 Bad guy, bad guy /bæd/, /ɡaɪ/, /bæd/, /ɡaɪ/
101 I’m a bad /aɪm/, /ə/, /bæd/
Based table 4.6, English vowels sound that exist in Bad Guy: [iː] [ɪ]
[ʊ] [uː] [e] [ə] [ɔː] [æ] [ʌ] [aː] [aɪ] [eɪ] [aʊ] [oʊ]. The detail of the analysis of
the vowels sound in Bad Guy is presented as follow:
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There is classification of English vowels that Billie Eilish
produced in the song’s Bad Guy. Sound [æ] can describe as a Short Lax
Low Front Unrounded. This means that the sound [æ] was produced in
the front part of the tongue. The position of the tongue was low and the
shape of lips is unrounded as well as the terms of this sound was known as
lax or short vowel. [æ] similar to the sound [aː], but it is shorter. Sound
[æ] in this song was produced long and tense, in the word /bæd/, /mæd/,
and /dæd/. The sound [oʊ] describe as a Tense Mid Back Rounded to High
Back Rounded, that means [oʊ] was produced in the back part of the
tongue. The position of the tongue from mid to high and the shape of lips
was unrounded as well as the terms of this sound was known as tense. The
sound [oʊ] with sound [o] and [ʊ]. The sound [oʊ] is produced almost in
every songs, it changing from [əʊ] to [oʊ].
4.1.2 Prosodic Features in Billie Eilish’s Selected Songs
In this section, the researcher will be discussing the prosodic features
that exist in Billie Eilish’s selected songs. The discussion will be divided into
five parts based on the five songs selected by the researcher. The researcher
would like to present and explain the data collection of prosodic features in
Billie Eilish’s selected songs. The song that will be discussed is entitled; (1.)
Lovely (2.) Everything I Wanted (3.) Therefore I Am (4.) My Future (5.) Bad
Guy.
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The analysis of prosodic features of the songs by writing down the
lyrics and listening the songs, then finding the stress, rhythm, and intonation
by marking the words stress and listing the intonation according to Halliday
(1967) list five significant intonation choices;
1. Falling (➘)
2. Rising (➚)
3. Falling rising (➘➚)
4. Rising falling (➚➘)
5. Level (➞)
Prosody is concerned with elements of speech that are not individual
phonetic segments (vowels and consonants) but are properties of syllables
and a larger unit of speech in linguistic functions such as intonation, stress,
and rhythm. When a word has stressed syllable, sentence have regular
patterns of stressed words. In addition, the voice tends to rise, fall or remain
flat is depending on the meaning or feeling to covey (surprised, anger,
interest, boredom, gratitude, etc.). In the intonation there are some key pitch
level that refer to emotional changes when making a sound: high-pitch (refer
to enthusiasm, surprised, excited, terrorized, eagerness), mid-pitch (refer to
confident, direct, business-like, matter-of-fact), and low-pitch (mysterious,
calm, strong, depressed, romantic).
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Table 4.7, Dorothy (2002, p. 19) summarized tones into:











The tunes are described as follows:
1. Low Fall: The voice falls during the word from a medium to a very
low pitch.
2. High Fall: the voice falls during the word from a high to a very low
pitch.
3. Rise-Fall: The voice first rises from a fairly low to a high pitch, and
then quickly falls to a very law pitch.
4. Low Rise: The voice rises during the word from a low to a medium
pitch or a little above.
5. High Rise: The voice rises during the word from a medium to a high
pitch.
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6. Fall-Rise: The voice first falls from a fairly high to a rather low pitch,
and then, still within the word, raises to a medium pitch.
1. Lovely
The first song that will be discussed is Lovely by Billie Eilish and
Khalid. Based on the data, the summary of Billie Eilish’s prosodic
features in Lovely as follows:
// [Low] Thought / [Low] I found a way //
// [Low] Thought / [Low] I found a way out //
// [Mid] But you never go away //
// [Low] So / [Low] I guess I gotta stay now //
// [Mid] Oh, I hope / [High] someday I’ll make it / [High] out of here //
// [Low] Even if it takes / [High] all night or a / [High] hundred years //
// [Mid] Need a place / [Mid] to hide, / [High] but I can’t find one near //
// [Low] Wanna feel alive, outside / [High] I can’t fight my fear //
// [High] Isn’t it lovely, / [High] all alone? //
// [High] Heart made of glass, / [High] my mind of stone //
// [High] Tear / [Mid] me to pieces / [Low] skin to bone //
// [Low] Hello, welcome home //
// [Low] Something’s on my mind //
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// [Low] Always in / [Low] my head space //
// [Mid] But I hope / [High] someday I’ll make it/ [High] out of here //
// [Low] Even if it takes / [High] all night / [High] or a hundred years //
// [Mid] Need a place / [Mid] to hide, / [High but I can’t find one near //
// [Low] Wanna feel alive, outside / [High] I can’t fight my fear //
// [High] Isn’t it lovely, / [High] all alone? //
// [High] Heart made of glass, / [High] my mind of stone //
// [High] Tear / [Mid] me to pieces / [Low] skin to bone //
// [Low] Hello, welcome home //
// Woah / yeah //
// Yeah, / ah //
// Woah, / woah //
// [Low] Hello, welcome home //
According to the data above, in Lovely, mostly use high-raising
tone. The intonation from the song is low because it happened in the
beginning and the end of the song when the singer begins to catch the
emotion from the lyrics and to ended the song. The most intonation that
been found is high, but some mid and low also found in the sentences. It
happened when the singer sings about the main point of the song. The
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emotion of the singer usually overflowing in this part. The significant
intonation choices is rise, fall, fall-rise, rise-fall and flat. Low and high
key (pitch level) found in the song, because it is telling about emotional
reaction that is not stable after broken heart and want to go away from that.
High key used to describe a surprised and excited for being alone. Low
key used to describe a depression from broken heart.
2. Everything I Wanted
The first song that will be discussed is Everything I Wanted by
Billie Eilish. Based on the data, The summary of prosodic features in
Billie Eilish’s song Everything I Wanted is covered as follows:
// [Low] I had a dream //
// [Low] I got everything I wanted//
// [Low] Not what you’d think//
// [Low] And if I’m being honest //
// [Low] It might’ve been a nightmare //
// [Low] To anyone / [Low] who might care //
// [Low] Thought I could fly (fly) //
// [Low] So / [Low] I stepped off the Golden, / mm //
// [Low] Nobody cried (cried, cried, cried, cried) //
// [Low] Nobody even noticed //
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// [Low] I saw them standing right there //
// [Mid] Kinda thought they might care (might care, might care) //
// [Low] I had a dream //
// [Low] I got everything I wanted//
// [High] But when I wake up, I see //
// [Low] You with me //
// [Low] And you say, / [High] “As long as I’m here //
// [High] No one can hurt you //
// [High] Don’t wanna lie here //
// [Mid] But you can learn to //
// [High] If I could change //
// [High] The way that you see / [High] yourself //
// [High] You wouldn’t / [High] wonder why you hear //
// [Low] They don’t / [Low] deserve you” //
// [Low] I tried to scream //
// [Low] But my head was underwater //
// [Low] They called me weak //
// [Low] Like I’m not / [H] just somebody’s daughter //
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// [Low] Coulda been a nightmare //
// [Low] But it felt like / they were right there //
// [High] And it feels like / [High] yesterday was a year ago //
// [Low] But I don’t / [Low] wanna let anybody know //
// [Low] ‘Cause everybody wants something from me now //
// [Low] And I don't wanna let ‘em down //
// [Low] I had a dream //
// [Mid] I got everything I wanted //
// [High] But when I wake up, I see //
// [Low] You with me //
// [Low] And you say, / [High] “As long as I’m here //
// [High] No one can hurt you //
// [High] Don’t wanna lie here //
// [Mid] But you can learn to //
// [High] If I could change //
// [High] The way that you see / [High] yourself //
// [High] You wouldn’t / [High] wonder why you hear //
// [Low] They don’t / [Low] deserve you” //
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// If I knew it all then / would I do it again? //
// Would I do it again? //
//[Low] If they knew what they said /[Low] would go straight to my head//
// [Low] What would / [High] they say instead? //
// [Low] If I knew it all then / [Low] would I do it again? //
// [High] Would I do it again? //
//[Low] If they knew what they said /[Low] would go straight to my head//
// [Low] What would / [High] they say instead? //
According to the data above, in Everything I Wanted, mostly use
low-falling tone. The intonation from the song is low because it happened
in the beginning and the end of the song when the singer begins to catch
the emotion from the lyrics and to ended the song, and this low key is the
most intonation found in the song. Some high and mid intonation also
found in the song. Low key (pitch level) mostly found because it is
telling about emotional reaction of the depression, disappointment, and
romantic feelings.
3. Therefore I Am
The first song that will be discussed is Therefore I Am by Billie
Eilish. Based on the data, The summary of prosodic features in Billie
Eilish’s song Therefore I Am is covered as follows:
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// [Mid] I’m not / [Mid] your friend or anything / [High] damn//
// [Mid] You think / [Low] that you’re the man//
// I think, / [Mid] therefore, / [Mid] I am//
// [Mid] I’m not / [Mid] your friend or anything / [High] damn//
// [Mid] You think / [Low] that you’re the man//
// I think, / [Mid] therefore, / [Mid] I am//
// [Low] Stop, / [High] what the hell / [Low] are you talking about? Ha//
// [High] Get my pretty name / [Low] outta your mouth//
// [Low] We are not / [Low] the same with or without//
// [Low] Don’t talk / [Low] ‘bout me like how you might / [Low] know
how I feel//
// [Low] Top of the world, / [Low] but your world isn’t real//
// [Low] Your world’s an ideal//
// [High] So go have fun//
// [Low] I really couldn’t care less//
// [Low] And you can give ‘em my best, / [Low] but just know//
// [Low] I’m not / [Mid] your friend or anything / [High] damn//
// [Low] You think / [High] that you’re the man//
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// I think, / [Mid] therefore, / [Mid] I am//
// [Low] I’m not / [High] your friend or anything / [High] damn//
// [Low] You think / [High] that you’re the man//
// I think, / [Mid] therefore, / [Mid] I am//
// [Low] I don’t want press to put your name next to mine//
// [High] We’re on different lines, so I//
// [High] Wanna be nice enough, / [Low] they don’t call my bluff///
// [Low] ‘Cause I hate to find//
// [High] Articles, articles, articles///
// [Low] Rather you remain unremarkable//
// [High] Got a lotta interviews, interviews, interviews//
// [Low] When they say your name, / [Low] I just act confused//
// [High] Did you have fun? //
// [Low] I really couldn’t care less//
// [Low] And you can give ‘em my best, / [Low] but just know//
// [Low] I’m not / [Mid] your friend or anything / [High] damn//
// [Low] You think / [High] that you’re the man//
// I think, / [Mid] therefore, / [Mid] I am//
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// [Low] I’m not / [Mid] your friend or anything / [High] damn//
// [Low] You think / [High] that you’re the man//
// I think, / [Mid] therefore, / [Mid] I am//
// [High] I’m sorry//
// [High] I don’t / [Low] think I caught / [Low] your name//
// [High] I’m sorry//
// [Low] I don’t / [Low] think I caught / [Low] your name//
// [Low] I’m not / [Mid] your friend or anything / [High] damn//
// [Low] You think / [High] that you’re the man//
// I think, / [Mid] therefore, / [Mid] I am//
// [Low] I’m not / [Mid] your friend or anything / [High] damn//
// [Low] You think / [High] that you’re the man//
// I think, / [Mid] therefore, / [Mid] I am//
According to the data above, in Therefore I Am, mostly use high
and low falling tone. The intonation from the song is low because it
happened in the beginning and the end of the song when the singer begins
to catch the emotion from the lyrics and to ended the song. The high
intonation that been found when the singer sings about the main point of
the song. The emotion of the singer usually overflowing in this part. The
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significant intonation choices is rise, fall, fall-rise, rise-fall and flat. Low
and high key (pitch level) found in the song, because it is telling about
emotional reaction that is encouraging yourself to be strong.
4. My Future
The first song that will be discussed is My Future by Billie Eilish.
Based on the data, The summary of prosodic features in Billie Eilish’s
song My Future is covered as follows:
// [Low] I can’t / [Mid] seem to focus//
// [Low] And you don’t / [Mid] seem to notice//
// [High] I’m not here//
// [High] I’m just a mirror//
// [Low] You check / [Mid] your complexion//
// [Low] To find / [High] your reflection’s all alone//
// [High] I had to go//
// [High] Can’t you hear me? //
// [High] I’m not comin’ home//
// [Low] Do you understand? //
// [High] I’ve changed my plans//
// [High] ‘Cause I, I’m in love//
// [High] With my future//
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// [Low] Can’t wait / [High] to meet her//
// [High] And I, I’m in love//
// [Low] But not / [Mid] with anybody else//
// [High] Just wanna get to know myself//
// [High] I know supposedly I’m lonely now (lonely now) //
// [Low] Know I’m supposed / [High] to be unhappy//
// [High] Without someone (someone)//
// [High] But aren’t I / [High] someone? (Aren’t I someone? Yeah)//
// [High] I’d (I’d) like to be your answer (be your answer)//
// [Low] ‘Cause you’re / [Mid] so handsome (you’re so handsome) //
// [High] But I know better//
// [High] Than to drive / [Low] you home//
// [High] ‘Cause you’d invite me in//
// [High] And I’d be yours again//
// [High] But I, I’m in love (love, love, love, love)//
// [High] With my future//
// [Mid] And you don’t / [High] know her//
// [High] And I, I’m in love (love, love)//
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// [Low] But not / [Mid] with anybody here//
// [High] I’ll see you in a couple years//
According to the data above, in My future, mostly use high and
low rising tone. The intonation from the song is low because it happened
in the beginning and the end of the song when the singer begins to catch
the emotion from the lyrics and to ended the song. The high intonation
that been found when the singer sings about the main point of the song.
The emotion of the singer usually overflowing in this part. The significant
intonation choices is rise, fall, fall-rise, rise-fall and flat. Low and high
key (pitch level) found in the song, because it is telling about emotional
reaction of enthusiasm and eagerness to know about the future.
5. Bad Guy
The first song that will be discussed is Bad Guy by Billie Eilish.
Based on the data, The summary of prosodic features in Billie Eilish’s
song Bad Guy is covered as follows:
// [Low] White shirt now red, / [Mid] my bloody nose//
// [Low] Sleepin’, you’re on your tippy toes//
// [Low] Creepin’ around like no one knows//
// [Mid] Think you’re so criminal//
// [Low] Bruises / [Low] on both my knees for you//
// [High] Don’t say thank you or please//
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// [Mid] I do what I want when I’m wanting to//
// [Mid] My soul? So cynical//
// [Low] So you’re a / [High] tough guy//
// [Low] Like it really / [High] rough guy//
// [Low] Just can’t get / [High] enough guy//
// [Low] Chest always so / [High] puffed guy//
// [High] I’m that bad type//
// [High] Make your mama sad type//
// [High] Make your girlfriend mad tight//
// [High] Might seduce your dad type//
// [Mid] I’m the bad guy, duh//
// [High] I’m the bad guy//
// [Low] I like it when you / [High] take control//
// [Low] Even if you know that you don’t//
// [Low] Own me, / [High] I’ll let you play the role//
// [Low] I’ll be your animal//
// [High] My mommy likes to sing along with me//
// [Low] But she won’t sing this song//
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// [Low] If she reads all the lyrics//
// [High] She’ll pity the men I know//
// [Low] So you’re a / [High] tough guy//
// [Low] Like it really / [High] rough guy//
// [Low] Just can’t get / [High] enough guy//
// [Low] Chest always so / [High] puffed guy//
// [Mid] I’m that bad type//
// [High] Make your mama sad type//
// [High] Make your girlfriend mad tight//
// [High] Might seduce your dad type//
// [High] I’m that bad type//
// [High] Make your mama sad type//
// [High] Make your girlfriend mad tight//
// [High] Might seduce your dad type//
// [Mid] I’m the bad guy, duh//
// [High] I’m the bad guy, duh//
// [High] I’m only good at being bad, bad//
// [Low] I like when you get mad//
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// [Mid] I guess I’m pretty glad / [Low] that you’re alone//
// [High] You said she’s scared of me? //
// [Low] I mean, / [High] I don’t see what she sees//
// [Mid] But maybe it’s ‘cause I’m wearing your cologne//
// [Low] I’m a bad guy//
// [Low] I’m, I’m a bad guy//
// [Low] Bad guy, bad guy//
// [Low] I’m a bad//
According to the data above, in Bad Guy, mostly use high and low
falling/raising tone. The intonation from the song is low because it
happened in the beginning and the end of the song when the singer begins
to catch the emotion from the lyrics and to ended the song. The high
intonation that been found when the singer sings about the main point of
the song. The emotion of the singer usually overflowing in this part. The
significant intonation choices is rise, fall, fall-rise, rise-fall and flat. Low
fall is normally associated with certain attitudes like bored, uninterest.
High fall is normally associated with surprise, anger, disbelief. Low rise is
normally associated with grudging, encouraging, doubt. High rise is
normally associated with surprise, eagerness, disbelief.
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4.2 DISCUSSION
The discussions show the interpretation of the findings about the Billie
Eilish’s pronunciation of English vowels sound in her selected songs and prosodic
features in Billie Eilish’s selected songs are described below;
The first, based on the phonetics study about the way pronouncing vowel
sound, so the analysis of Billie Eilish’s pronunciation of English vowels sound in
her selected songs according to the degree of lip rounding (rounded and
unrounded), the tenseness (tense and lax), the length (long and short), and the
position of the tongue (high, mid, and low), for practical purposes the tongue is
conveniently divided into three parts: front vowels, central vowels, and back
vowels. The height (the position of the tongue) of vowel refers to the vertical
position of the tongue relative to either the roof of the mouth or the aperture of
the jaw. In high vowels, such as [i] and [u], the tongue is positioned high in the
mouth, whereas in low vowels, such as [a], the tongue is positioned low in the
mouth. Sometimes the terms open and close are used as synonyms for low and
high for describing vowels. Backness of vowel refers to the horizontal tongue
position during the articulation of a vowel relative to the back of the mouth. In
front vowels, such as [i], the tongue is positioned forward in the mouth, whereas
in back vowels, such as [u], the tongue is positioned towards the back of the
mouth. The lip rounding refers to whether the lips are rounded or not. In most
languages, the lip rounding is a reinforcing feature of mid to high back vowels,
and not distinctive. Usually the higher a back vowel, the more intense the
rounding. Tenseness is a particular vowel quality that is phonemically contrastive
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in many languages, including English. Unlike most distinctive features, the
feature [tense] can be interpreted only relatively, that is, in a language like
English that contrasts [i:] (e.g. beat) and [ɪ] (e.g. bit), the former can be described
as a tense vowel while the latter is a lax vowel. The length of vowel is the length
of time it takes to pronounce the vowel. Most of language do not distinguishing
vowel length, and for those that do, usually the only distinction is between short
vowels and long vowels. Based on the finding, the researcher found some vowel
sound [iː], [ɪ], [ʊ], [uː], [e], [ə], [ɜː], [ɔː], [æ], [ʌ], [aː], [aɪ], [eɪ], [aʊ], [oʊ] that
being produced by Billie Eilish.
The second, the explanation prosodic features in Billie Eilish’s selected
songs. The findings shows that Billie Eilish often used low and high pitch key of
intonation. Prosody is concerned with elements of speech that are not individual
phonetic segments (vowels and consonants) but are properties of syllables and a
larger unit of speech in linguistic functions such as intonation, stress, and rhythm.
Intonation has key pitch of level: (1.) High-pitch refers to enthusiasm, surprised,
excited, terrorized (2.) Mid-pitch refers to confident, direct, business-like, matter-
of-fact (3.) Low-pitch refers to mysterious, calm, strong, depressed, romantic.
1. Low fall: this tone is associated with certain attitudes like, detached,
mater of fact, bored, uninterest and etc.
2. High fall: this tone is normally associated attitudes like, expressing
surprised, anger, disbelief, etc.
3. Low rise: this tone is normally associated with grudging,
encouraging, doubt, information, etc.
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4. High rise: this tone is normally associated with surprised, disbelief,
eagerness, etc.
5. Falling-rising tone: the fall and rise may either occur within the
same syllable or on the different syllables. This tone usually
indicates something that not expressed or something implied in the
different utterance along with other attitudes.
6. Rising-falling tone: just like the falling-rising tone, this tone is
combination of a rising and falling tone. The rising tone usually
reinforces the meaning expressed by the following falling tone. The
initial rising tone may also exhibit warmth, friendly attitudes, anger
or sarcasm.
The result of the researchers indicates to show the way Billie Eilish
pronounced her song and the prosodic features of the song. When
pronouncing vowels sound, Billie Eilish tends to add more tense or pressure
in vowel [ɪ], [æ], and [aɪ]. Billie Eilish also changing diphthong [əʊ] to [oʊ]
and often changing vowel sound [eɪ] to [e] or changing vowel sound [e] to
[eɪ], also often pronouncing vowel [ɪ] become [iː] or vice versa. So, that is
really unusual and it is also called phonetics study because it changed the
sound when pronouncing the vowel, and not changing the meaning of the
word. When analyzing the prosodic features of Billie Eilish’s selected songs,
most of the intonation that been found in Billie Eilish selected songs tend to
low and high, rising and falling tone of intonation. It is also checked by




This chapter consists of the conclusion of the research. The results of the
research are to deduce from the whole research. It refers to the findings and the
analysis of data presented in chapter IV. The researcher deduces from whole
previous chapters to get the conclusion. The researcher also divided this chapter
into two, they are conclusion and suggestion.
5.1 CONCLUSION
There are classification of English vowels and prosodic features that Billie
Eilish produced in her selected songs. Vowel [ɪ] is produced in long duration for
some words in Lovely, it become longer and produce with greater tension in the
tongue. The duration and the tension of vowel [ɪ] in pronouncing /ɪz/ longer.
When pronouncing vowel [æ] in /kænt/, the length of vocalization is tense. Word
/aʊt/ in the beginning is pronounced with lax of tension and became /ə/, but in the
other part in another sentence the pronunciation of /aʊt/ is tense and high. In
Everything I Wanted, vowel sound [iː] is produced in short duration, and it seem
lax in tension which is symbolized as [ɪ]. When pronouncing /miː/, it is more like
/mɪ/ in which the [iː] sound that supposed to be the tense vowel became [ɪ]
because of the low pronunciation and almost inaudible. Vowel sound [e]
pronounced like the short vowel sound of E, but in the word /frend/ vowel [e]
pronounced long and tense then it sounds became /freɪnd/. Billie tends to press
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some vowel sound and make it more tense and longer, also decreasing the tense
of vowel and make it short. Prosodic features that Billie Eilish produced in her
selected songs such as examine the suprasegmental aspects such as intonation,
rhythm, and stress level. When analyzing the prosodic features of Billie Eilish’s
selected songs, the researcher found that in her song Billie tend to produced low
and high, rising and falling tone of intonation. In intonation there are three key
pitch level: High, Mid, and Low. In this system of intonation, each of them is
referring to the emotional changes when producing sound.
5.2 SUGGESTION
Based on the conclusion above, there are some important things that can
be suggested in this research and hopefully can be useful for the reader. This
research only focuses on the vowel pronunciation and prosodic features such as
stress and intonation. Study on the phonological processes is still need to be done.
This research did not examine the consonants and other factors outside language
such as the motivation and learning strategies of the speaker can also be
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[ ɜː] world /wɜːrld/






























































































[ ʊ ] your /jʊr/



























































































[ eə ] yeah /jeə/




















































































































































































































































[ aʊ ] now /naʊ/




















Billie Eilish and Khalid
[Verse 1: Billie Eilish & Khalid]
Thought I found a way
Thought I found a way out (Found)
But you never go away (Never go away)
So I guess I gotta stay now
[Pre-Chorus: Billie Eilish & Khalid]
Oh, I hope someday I’ll make it out of here
Even if it takes all night or a hundred years
Need a place to hide, but I can’t find one near
Wanna feel alive, outside I can’t fight my fear
[Chorus: Billie Eilish with Khalid]
Isn’t it lovely, all alone?
Heart made of glass, my mind of stone
Tear me to pieces, skin to bone
Hello, welcome home
[Verse 2 : Khalid with Billie Eilish]
Walkin’ out of time
Lookin’ for a better place (Lookin’ for a better place)
Something’s on my mind
Always in my head space
[Pre-Chorus: Billie Eilish & Khalid]
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But I hope someday I’ll make it out of here
Even if it takes all night or a hundred years
Need a place to hide, but I can’t find one near
Wanna feel alive, outside I can’t fight my fear
[Chorus: Billie Eilish with Khalid]
Isn’t it lovely, all alone?
Heart made of glass, my mind of stone
Tear me to pieces, skin to bone
Hello, welcome home








I had a dream
I got everything I wanted
Not what you’d think
And if I’m being honest
It might’ve been a nightmare
To anyone who might care
Thought I could fly (fly)
So I stepped off the Golden, mm
Nobody cried (cried, cried, cried, cried)
Nobody even noticed
I saw them standing right there
Kinda thought they might care (might care, might care)
[Pre-Chorus]
I had a dream
I got everything I wanted
But when I wake up, I see
You with me
[Chorus]
And you say, “As long as I’m here
No one can hurt you
Don’t wanna lie here
But you can learn to
If I could change
The way that you see yourself
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You wouldn't wonder why you hear
They don’t deserve you”
[Verse 2]
I tried to scream
But my head was underwater
They called me weak
Like I’m not just somebody’s daughter
Coulda been a nightmare
But it felt like they were right there
And it feels like yesterday was a year ago
But I don’t wanna let anybody know
‘Cause everybody wants something from me now
And I don't wanna let ‘em down
[Pre-Chorus]
I had a dream
I got everything I wanted
But when I wake up, I see
You with me
[Chorus]
And you say, “As long as I’m here
No one can hurt you
Don’t wanna lie here
But you can learn to
If I could change
The way that you see yourself
You wouldn't wonder why you hear
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They don’t deserve you”
[Outro]
If I knew it all then would I do it again?
Would I do it again?
If they knew what they said would go straight to my head
What would they say instead?
If I knew it all then would I do it again?
Would I do it again?
If they knew what they said would go straight to my head




I’m not your friend or anything, damn
You think that you’re the man
I think, therefore, I am
I'm not your friend or anything, damn
You think that you’re the man
I think, therefore, I am
[Verse 1]
Stop, what the hell are you talking about? Ha
Get my pretty name outta your mouth
We are not the same with or without
Don't talk ‘bout me like how you might know how I feel
Top of the world, but your world isn’t real
Your world’s an ideal
[Pre-Chorus]
So go have fun
I really couldn’t care less
And you can give ‘em my best, but just know
[Chorus]
I’m not your friend or anything, damn
You think that you’re the man
I think, therefore, I am
I’m not your friend or anything, damn
You think that you’re the man
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I think, therefore, I am
[Verse 2]
I don’t want press to put your name next to mine
We're on different lines, so I
Wanna be nice enough, they don’t call my bluff
‘Cause I hate to find
Articles, articles, articles
Rather you remain unremarkable
Got a lotta interviews, interviews, interviews
When they say your name, I just act confused
[Pre-Chorus]
Did you have fun?
I really couldn’t care less
And you can give ‘em my best, but just know
[Chorus]
I’m not your friend or anything, damn
You think that you’re the man
I think, therefore, I am
I'm not your friend or anything, damn
You think that you’re the man
I think, therefore, I am
[Bridge]
I’m sorry
I don’t think I caught your name
I'm sorry
I don’t think I caught your name
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[Chorus]
I’m not your friend or anything, damn
You think that you’re the man
I think, therefore, I am
I'm not your friend or anything, damn
You think that you’re the man




I can’t seem to focus
And you don't seem to notice
I'm not here
I'm just a mirror
You check your complexion
To find your reflection’s all alone
I had to go
[Pre-Chorus]
Can’t you hear me?
I'm not comin’ home
Do you understand?
I've changed my plans
[Chorus]
‘Cause I, I’m in love
With my future
Can't wait to meet her
And I, I’m in love
But not with anybody else
Just wanna get to know myself
[Verse 2]
I know supposedly I’m lonely now (lonely now)
Know I'm supposed to be unhappy
Without someone (someone)
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But aren’t I someone? (Aren’t I someone? Yeah)
I’d (I’d) like to be your answer (be your answer)
‘Cause you’re so handsome (you’re so handsome)
[Pre-Chorus]
But I know better
Than to drive you home
‘Cause you’d invite me in
And I'd be yours again
[Chorus]
But I, I’m in love (love, love, love, love)
With my future
And you don't know her
And I, I’m in love (love, love)
But not with anybody here




White shirt now red, my bloody nose
Sleepin’, you’re on your tippy toes
Creepin’ around like no one knows
Think you're so criminal
Bruises on both my knees for you
Don't say thank you or please
I do what I want when I’m wanting to
My soul? So cynical
[Chorus]
So you’re a tough guy
Like it really rough guy
Just can’t get enough guy
Chest always so puffed guy
I'm that bad type
Make your mama sad type
Make your girlfriend mad tight
Might seduce your dad type
I'm the bad guy, duh
[Post - Chorus]
I’m the bad guy
[Verse 2]
I like it when you take control
Even if you know that you don’t
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Own me, I’ll let you play the role
I'll be your animal
My mommy likes to sing along with me
But she won’t sing this song
If she reads all the lyrics
She'll pity the men I know
[Chorus]
So you’re a tough guy
Like it really rough guy
Just can't get enough guy
Chest always so puffed guy
I'm that bad type
Make your mama sad type
Make your girlfriend mad tight
Might seduce your dad type
I'm the bad guy, duh
[Post - Chorus]
I’m the bad guy, duh
I’m only good at being bad, bad
[Bridge]
I like when you get mad
I guess I’m pretty glad that you’re alone
You said she’s scared of me?
I mean, I don’t see what she sees
But maybe it’s ‘cause I’m wearing your cologne
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[Outro]
I’m a bad guy
I'm, I'm a bad guy
Bad guy, bad guy
I'm a bad
